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Abstract / Summary  

To answer scientific questions, researchers have to collect data by performing 

experiments that employ a range of different equipments. Currently their 

development and distribution has been relegated mostly to a small number of 

specialised companies. They sell these devices as “black boxes”, which are fairly 

expensive and not readily available worldwide. This in turn hinders research in a lot 

of institutions/labs. Moreover, due to the proprietary nature of their licensing, users 

are not allowed to open, repair and/or customise their tools, slowing the pace of 

research and making it even more costly.  

One possible solution for these issues is for researchers to build their own             

scientific instruments and distribute their designs using open source licenses.          

Fortunately, current prototyping tools, high computing power in affordable electronic          

components and digital infrastructure make it easier than ever to build complex            

systems and share detailed documentation on how to reproduce them. Producing           

equipment in this way reduces research costs, allows for better experimental setup            

control, and has the potential to truly democratize science, as designs can be             

replicated globally. 

This thesis summarizes my work developing these tools, teaching others how           

to build them and analysing their potential long term impact for research and             

education around the globe. 
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Synopsis 
 

To gather information about the natural world, researchers have to rely on the             

use of different measurement instruments. These instruments, normally provided by          

specialised companies, perform one specific task and a single lab usually requires            

dozens of different instruments to tackle questions in one field. As these instruments             

are used for data gathering and new knowledge is formed, more questions arise and              

different versions/improvements of the current instruments are necessary to answer          

them, creating an equipment cycle: New instruments → new data → new answers →              

new questions requiring newer instruments.  

Two examples of the impressive benefits new instruments can bring to the            

field of neuroscience, include the “behavioural box” by Skinner [1], and the            

bioamplifier recording system by Hodgkin and Huxley [2]. The first was an automated             

system for delivering sensory stimuli and positive/negative reinforcers to animals,          

with great temporal precision (on the range of milliseconds), so as to automatically             

and systematically assess animal behaviour. The second was a system to record            

electrical responses from individual neurons, which enabled the investigation of the           

electro-chemical properties of neurons in the giant squid, and led to a very detailed              

characterisation of how action potentials are elicited and propagated through          

neurons. Hodgkin and Huxley won the Nobel Prize in 1963 [3] for their discoveries.              

Moreover, the techniques they developed were instrumental to at least four other            

Nobel winning research projects [4]. The above mentioned methodological         

advancements were fundamental for a complete paradigm shift in the          

Neurosciences, as they paved the way for new theories on behaviour and neuronal             

communication. Currently variants of these tools are used in tandem to investigate            

the neuronal correlates of behaviour, spanning several sub-fields in Neurosciences. 

Even if extremely useful to labs and institutions, the development of scientific            

equipment has been relegated to a few labs and companies, as it requires a skill-set               

that is normally not acquired by researchers in life sciences. This “development            

exclusivity” has also led to distribution being mostly done by companies normally            

spinning off from, or having intellectual property agreements with, academic          
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institutions [5]. Such a model has advantages, and has been beneficial (even if             

costly) for research and education for a number of years, since it allows for              

cooperating partners to focus on their strong points (Universities/institutions focus on           

prototyping and development, and companies focus on production and distribution).          

However, one of the disadvantages is that this works best for well funded institutions,              

where researchers can simply read what their colleagues have used for a set of              

experiments and get the same setups from these providers, without much worry            

about costs. For researchers in institutions less well funded the situation is much             

harder, as high prices prevents them from accessing cutting edge tools for research             

[6]. Additionally, having only a few distributors mainly located in the Global North             

creates a supply chain problem for customers in locations far away: Costs increase             

due to shipping and customs fees, and repairing tools becomes hard if not             

impossible as no local customer service is available [7]. 

One possible way to alleviate these issues, relies on researchers          

reestablishing the tradition of building their own equipment and tools, by taking            

advantage of four key developments that are making it easier than ever for anyone              

to build complex hardware: I) the price drop in microprocessors, which has led to              

small devices that are at the same time cheap enough to flood the consumer market               

and powerful enough to perform complex tasks such as running machine vision            

algorithms [8,9]; II) the development of consumer level fast prototyping tools (eg 3D             

printers and laser cutters [10,11]), which allows the creation of mechanical parts            

such as gears, and other mechanical parts that integrate with electronic bits; III) the              

adoption of the Open Source software (OSS) ethos in hardware development (see            

open source hardware definition below) by incentivizing documentation distribution of          

all components and steps necessary to build research equipment; IV) improvement           

in Internet and storage infrastructures necessary to share and host documentation in            

an array of media formats (text, photos, videos, interactive web pages, etc). These             

developments are allowing hobbyists, DIYers and researchers to leverage more than           

80 online sharing platforms/repositories for their projects, opening up opportunities          

for a complete overhaul on the way researchers and educators create/use their tools. 
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This synopsis summarizes key arguments made in the four papers          

composing this thesis for the use of open source hardware in academia, discusses             

how they are related to the current literature and how its use can bring significant               

changes in the way science is performed. Three of the papers [12–14] are             

summarized and contextualized in their own sections, while the fourth one [5] can be              

considered a summary of different aspects of Open Source Hardware in Academia            

and why researchers should be embracing it, and therefore is cited throughout this             

synopsis.  

 

Definition of Open Source Hardware 

A better understanding of the concept of open source hardware is key to             

appreciating the opportunities that the philosophy presents to the scientific          

community. Open Source Hardware (OSH) is inspired by the Open-Source Software           

(OSS) philosophy, in which, all code (and in a way all ideas) created are made               

available using legally binding licenses [15] that enable users to modify, contribute,            

study, improve and redistribute the code/ideas they worked on [16]. This knowledge            

production philosophy has led to the development of key software platforms that            

power most of the computing world today (GNU/Linux operating system powers most            

supercomputers, servers and mobile phones around the globe). Thanks to OSS,           

researchers can rely on freely available software (such as data analysis tools and             

office suites) for most of their research tasks, including service provision from            

companies [16,17]. 

The same is becoming true for hardware, where freely available design           

documentation allows researchers and educators to build their own tools much faster            

and cheaper than before [5]. This is mainly due to the fact that companies providing               

services around OSH for neurosciences are entering the market [18–25]. Readers           

interested in the particularities about the documentation and distribution of OSH (as            

there are significant differences as compared to OSS) are referred to Gibb et al [26]               

and Bonvoisin et al [27].  
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Open Labware (Summary of Open Labware paper [12]) 

In 2015 we published a paper putting forth the idea that every scientist can              

make their own tools for various research questions at a fraction of the cost of               

commercially-available scientific equipment[12] The key aspects of this paper is          

summarized in this section. Briefly, we discuss how this has been made possible             

through the development of crucial aspects in tool making and hardware           

documentation: 1) the introduction of consumer-oriented fast prototyping tools, such          

as 3D printers and laser-cutters, 2) access to affordable electronic components           

made easy to use by non-specialists, 3) freely accessible design details and build             

instructions on online repositories and online community forums. We also point out            

how groups around the world started leveraging these new developments to improve            

their equipment infrastructure and teaching. Below these points are further debated,           

taking into account the current literature. 

Perhaps the first noticeable characteristic of OSH tools is their lower price            

when compared to proprietary ones. Since all information about production costs           

(both in terms of materials and time necessary to actually build the tool described) is               

available, the room for disproportionately inflated costs deriving from company          

monopoly and intellectual property/patent is strongly constrained. In fact, papers          

describing OSH show that these devices can be up to 97% cheaper than their              

proprietary counterparts [28–36]. These savings also apply to open source designs           

of supporting apparel such as Eppendorf tube holders, vial racks and cage systems             

for optical applications [31,37–39]. Given the current open source 3D printers price            

of ~US$ 200 [40] and tube holders cost of ~US$ 72 [41], printing as little as three                 

tube holders already justifies the initial investment of buying a 3D printer.            

Considering their versatility and the fact that they can be used by more than one               

research group makes them even more attractive for lab use. Interestingly, one            

paper has calculated a potential return on investment (ROI), if federal granting            

agencies dedicated parts of their budget to the development of OSH projects [42].             

Using a published syringe pump design as a basis, they calculated the costs for              

developing the system from zero, including materials and the human resources           

necessary for development and assembly (26 hours in total). They found a total cost              
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of US$ 30,000. Considering the costs of commercially available pumps and the            

number of people that reportedly replicated their design, and potential replicators           

(people who downloaded their design) they estimate a ROI of 460% to 8,300%,             

thereby maximizing the efficiency of public investments in science. These examples           

offer strong economic incentives for wider adoption of OSH in academia, from the             

point of view of both researchers and granting agencies.  

Wide adoption of OSH would bring consequences for the many companies           

producing scientific and medical equipment. What at first seems like a negative            

prospect for companies given the smaller profit margins or a shrinking market share,             

and even running out of business, can also be seen as an opportunity to change               

business models: from leveraging intellectual property and market monopoly to          

providing services and custom solutions for labs and institutions [26], being able to             

reach more markets with lower prices (and possibly achieving higher profits) as well             

as helping science and education develop faster. Moreover, given the legal           

requirements for medical applications, OSH development in labs can only go so far.             

Navigating all legal requirements and fronting the necessary costs to medically           

certify a product will still require companies to bring them to market [5].  

Another benefit of a freely available bill of materials and assembly           

instructions, is the local (re)production of OSH, enabling equipment to reach places            

where regular supply chains fail and/or repair services are lacking [7]. These            

characteristics (affordability and local production), bring a series of positive          

consequences for labs and institutions: a) Smaller budgets can now be used to set              

up proper equipment infrastructure. b) Expensive equipment normally available as          

sole units or in small numbers, can now be built/purchased in higher numbers so that               

they can be used in teaching practical courses, where students and young            

researchers learn by executing protocols, interpreting collected data, and proposing          

follow up questions. This situation leads to a much better preparation for a career in               

academia and has been demonstrated to be effective in courses across the globe             

[32,43–45], in line with workshops and “demo days” we did in Africa, Chile and the               

USA [12,46]. In fact, in these practical courses we have engaged participants to             

actually build the tools they will use to perform experiments, enabling them to gain a               
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greater understanding of the capabilities and limitations of the tools being used, how             

they can be repaired and also how to customize/upgrade them when necessary [5].             

A systematic review (2007 to 2017 period) on the use of OSH for education [47]               

found a steady increase in the number of academic and conference publications, in             

different subjects and at different degree levels. Similarly, the OSH articles published            

have shown a steady increase between 2010 and 2020, as well as journals and              

events dedicated to them (Fig 1). 
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Even if equipment costs were not an important concern for researchers, there            

is a lot of opportunity in science and education that stems from bringing research              

equipment costs down. As mentioned above, technological development in         
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electronics and internet infrastructure are paving the way for a new hardware            

open-development paradigm that is quickly spreading through labs worldwide. The          

next sections go beyond price reduction benefits of open development and provide            

specific arguments for adopting OSH in academia.  

Open Sourcing existing tools (Summary of 100€ lab paper [13]) 

The recreation of Open Source versions of already established tools brings 

advantages to research, as developers tend to use newer and more effective 

technologies to implement the same (and even go beyond) functionalities of existing 

equipment. In this section I describe some of these initiatives and summarize the 

“100 Euro lab” paper [13] while putting it in context.  

Open-Ephys [48], lowered the price of electrophysiology systems by an order           

of magnitude (a starter kit with 64 channels goes for 5470€ as of Jan 2020). The                

open-ephys systems can have up to 512 channels, are scalable and smaller than             

traditional systems. Coupled with extensive documentation [49], which allowed a          

number of labs to build add ons for it [50–53], Open Ephys has become a mature                

and robust environment for electrophysiology used by many labs [21] in less than 7              

years. Another example, OpenTrons [54], a pipetting robot for lab automation,           

started as a master thesis project [55], is helping researchers automate a lot of              

tedious molecular biology protocols, saving time while increasing experimental         

reproducibility. Moreover, due to its open nature, OpenTrons is being built in            

community labs, as well as bio hackerspaces, further contributing to the           

democratization of science, by bringing it out of academic spaces. Interestingly, in            

2018 the project received investments from venture capitalists [56], thereby coupling           

traditional investment to a new business model where hardware is offered as a             

service [26]. The same development is being seen for other instruments, such as             

syringe pumps [57], PCR machines [58], centrifuges [59,60], shakers [61],          

behavioural boxes [62–65], Drosophila food dispensing robots [66]. 

Using similar principles, we developed a 3-D printable, open source, modular,           

low-cost (almost 20X cheaper than current systems) “all in one lab” [13] and showed              

that a device built with off-the-shelf components can be used to implement            
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state-of-the-art techniques in neurosciences, including behavioural tracking,       

optogenetics, thermogenetics, optical and fluorescence microscopy. The system is         

lightweight, can be driven by 12V batteries, and connected to the Internet, making it              

well suited for field work and deployable in areas where infrastructure is not well              

established or temporarily lacking, when compared to traditional systems.  

Leveraging our device’s open documentation and low price point we have           

organized “Project-Based learning” workshops where participants built equipment        

from scratch (and ending up with a new multi tool for their research lab/classroom),              

and were able in a short period of time to gather enough knowledge and confidence               

to venture into the maker/DIY world and from there, build tools of their own. In line                

with the open labware ethos, Open sourcing existing tools can also be seen as a               

good method to learn electronics and fast mechanical prototyping (basic skills for            

developing hardware) as the final product should function in a specific way, already             

known to the developer/user. The tool being developed can be benchmarked against            

existing equipment and tweaked/improved as needed.  

Another feature of OSH implementation is the diversity of projects users can            

choose from, each with its highlights and shortcomings; enabling them to find tools             

that are better suited for their environments/needs, as our design is definitely not the              

only one to describe an easy to build and customizable microscopy system            

[32,34,36,67–69]. Having a plethora of projects to choose from, developers rarely           

have to start from zero when creating new tools [70], and our system (or parts of it)                 

was used as inspiration for other tools developed by researchers in different fields             

[32,35,71–73], enabling faster, collaborative and distributed development of scientific         

equipment.  

Last but not least, having OSH available to furnish labs, opens up the             

possibility for multiple experiments to be done in parallel, increasing data collection            

rate [35,62], optimizing the time spent by researchers in experimental procedures,           

and directly influencing the types of questions that can be asked, as certain             

comparisons require large datasets that would normally be very hard if not            

impossible to acquire if they had to be done one after the other. Moreover, the use of                 
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newer technologies means devices can now be connected to computers over a            

network, and together with a bit of software code, certain repetitive tasks can be              

automated, again providing time benefits and minimising unwanted outcomes that          

can happen as a result of human interaction/handling, such as sample contamination            

[74] and recording bias [75]. 

Building tools that perform new functions (Summary of Arbitrary spectrum          

visual stimulator paper [14]) 

Possibly one of the most exciting features of OSH is the opportunity to easily              

create tools that are capable of measuring/stimulating natural systems in an           

unprecedented way, expanding the quantity and quality of possible experiments, and           

therefore the types of questions that can be asked, as well as the ways to answer                

them. Leveraging the technical advancements described in the “Open Labware”          

section (above) researchers can now do just that, and the fact that they are              

themselves creating tools enables a focused development cycle, supported by          

consumer electronic components with a great performance-to-cost ratio. This feature          

is not restricted to neurosciences, and devices are being developed in different            

fields, such as biochemistry where a “smart centrifuge” [76], with built-in sensors,            

measures sample concentration during centrifugation and sends data in real-time to           

a connected device. This setup allows plotting graphs of decantation vs time and             

decantation vs sample concentration, which leads to an informed optimization of           

centrifugation protocols, saving time (the centrifuge is automatically turned off and           

the experimenter notified once a preset concentration is reached), and avoiding           

“re-runs” of samples not centrifuged long enough. Based on the real-time graphs            

users could also determine cell concentration in a sample and even the cell type.  

Another example is an upgrade on traditional insect pitfall traps. In this paper             

[70], the authors show a time sorting trap, where 24 traps are added into a carousel,                

which is then controlled by a motor and a timing system that rotates a new trap into                 

“catching position” once per hour. The system also collects temperature data. Albeit            

simple, this system opens up the possibility for new protocols to be established,             

which in turn enables new questions to be asked, such as “are certain insect species               
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foraging a certain area at specific hours of the day?” If so, could this be correlated                

with environmental variables such as temperature, CO2 levels, humidity, luminosity,          

etc. This system could also be redesigned in a way that allows for automated data               

collection over the course of days, with each day collection being separated from the              

previous ones, by simply adding multiples of 24 to the trap count.  

Similar to these (and many other) examples, we recently published a paper            

describing an arbitrary wavelength spatial stimulator that can be synchronised to           

data collection systems (e.g. electrophysiology systems, or 2 photon microscopes)          

[14]. The system was designed to fill a shortcoming in visual neurosciences, where             

available solutions could either provide a wide range in the chromatic spectrum, at             

the cost of spatial resolution, or achieved sufficient spatial resolution but were mostly             

limited to primate chromatic spectra. By adapting a commercial stimulator and           

documenting all necessary steps to do so, we have created a starting point for other               

researchers to not only implement this solution in their own labs, but also to improve               

upon it [70]. If indeed taken up by the community, it will become easier to compare                

results and experimental designs between labs as the underlying stimulation          

technology will be the same. By solving this methodological shortcoming, we create            

the opportunity for new experimental designs to be developed, where more natural            

stimuli can be used. Moreover, due to the possibility of using virtually every LED              

available commercially, we make it possible to optimally stimulate the visual system            

of species not investigated so far, thereby giving researchers more resources to            

learn how different biological systems use chromatic information to behave and           

thrive in their environments.  

Challenges for Open Source Hardware adoption in academia 

While highlighting the opportunities for OSH in academia, it is equally           

important to understand the challenges that must be addressed to facilitate its            

widespread adoption. This section makes an overview on current issues and shows            

ongoing efforts to mitigate them, where no efforts are present, potential (theoretical)            

solutions are presented instead.  
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Given its distributed nature, open designs need to rely on very comprehensive            

documentation for development, replication and use, as potential users/codevelopers         

need to base themselves on that documentation to evaluate a) if a certain OSH              

equipment is suitable for a certain function; b) if they will have easy access to all the                 

necessary components to build it c) if they have the necessary programming skills to              

install and debug software code when necessary. As there are no documentation            

standards for OSH (March 2020), the level and quality of OSH documentation differs             

substantially across different projects [27]. Developers write documentation based on          

what they consider important/critical, their skill levels and personal style. This leads            

to tools that are not necessarily user friendly and straightforward to implement,            

inhibiting the use of these tools, as well as preventing the creation of a wide               

user/collaborator base. Interim solutions for this issue include relying on existing           

information and tools from mature fields (such as OSS), and guidelines from OSH             

associations and organizations. In practice, developers can a) follow software best           

practices [77,78], b) certify their OSH project using the Open Source Hardware            

Association (OSHWA) system [79], c) make their user documentation existing          

dedicated platforms [80–83]. A more long term solution for documentation is likely to             

be available soon, as volunteers are working with the German Institute for            

Standardization (DIN) on a DIN specification for OSH documentation [84] (public           

resource with development progress [85]).  

Even when good documentation for OSH is present, the lack of necessary            

skills needed to develop and/or replicate projects can be a barrier to preventing             

wider adoption of OSH. Researchers in life sciences are not normally trained to work              

with electronics and/or to use fast prototyping tools, and without them, reproducing            

small projects could be seen as an extreme time consuming and uncertain task:             

There is no guarantee that replication efforts will lead to fully functional and             

calibrated tools, and this potential gamble, can end up shadowing potential OSH            

benefits. Our experience teaching researchers on Open Labware workshops [46],          

has shown that newcomers often face subtle issues, such as a poorly soldered wire,              

that would lead to aberrant equipment functioning. Such things are a bit hard to spot               

and are only found after all other possibilities have been ruled out. These issues              
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could inhibit further attempts in the field, even when such problems were corrected             

right away, as they make the building process look like a long and frustrating road.               

Having more extensive training programs or adding hardware development as part of            

elective curricula for life science undergrads could have a potential benefit in solving             

this issue. Moreover, if after training, students never actually get to develop tools,             

they would at least have a better understanding of the tools they use everyday, what               

kind of data they are able to produce, and would be able to spot faulty functioning                

much sooner. Another possible solution for this issue would be to create            

partnerships between engineering and life sciences labs/departments, where        

engineers could create tools based on biologists needs, and biologists could test            

them with experiments, generating a good opportunity to solve many problems at            

once (equipment shortage in one lab, material and data for publications/student           

thesis, knowhow to supply tools locally for other labs/institutions).  

The lack of traditional distribution channels can still be a barrier for adoption in              

cases where users cannot reproduce OSH, or when labs/institutions need several           

units of the same device for teaching purposes (time becomes a bottleneck when             

dozens of boards need to be soldered and many parts 3D printed). In these              

situations it would be beneficial to leverage the structure present in traditional            

companies, as they have the necessary personnel, manufacturing skills and          

knowledge to go through health and safety product certification such as the CE             

certification ("Conformité Européenne" - European conformity in french) [86,87]. One          

possible reason OSH is still not being sold at scale by these companies is that it is                 

not possible to “protect” it, and current collaboration methods between Academia           

and companies rely on technology transfer using patents and other intellectual           

protection mechanisms. It must be noted that even though this has proven beneficial             

for the academic institution in the short term, (as companies take on the task of               

further developing and commercially exploring their creations, while paying         

royalties), it is detrimental in the long run, as it stifles innovation and creates access               

barriers to different parts of the world, unable to pay the premium charged by              

supplying companies [5]. Filling this gap, “non-traditional” companies        

[18,19,21–25,54,88,89] are entering the market and producing, selling and/or acting          
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as third party vendors of OSH. Even though this is a step in the right direction, they                 

are only providing a fraction of the currently available open tools (Fig 1). Based on               

the idea that OSH should be provided as a service (in the same way OSS               

companies operate), most of these are fairly young and are still finding the proper              

way to sustain themselves and what business models work for them. Some are             

relying on collecting batch orders using online platforms and only producing goods            

once a minimum number of orders is made, so that they are cost-effective [90], some               

of the most established ones rely on traditional business models with online shops             

[18,19] and one company has raised external venture capital [56]. All these            

companies are making the case that open does not mean non-profitable (as shown             

time and again for OSS), and creating a precedent that could influence how OSH is               

seen by traditional companies. 

Selling OSH tools also comes with its own particularities, as the selling parties             

have to be excellent service providers (as their products could be sold with the same               

quality by competing companies) and products have an unofficial price cap (the point             

where users would rather build a tool, than pay a price they deem too high). Making                

the situation better for companies is the fact that they do not have to invest heavily                

on research and development as tools are being created inside labs by researchers             

and released for anyone to use/commercially explore. Taken together these          

particularities allow the benefits of open source and the provision of good customer             

service to reach a wider audience, generating significant social gains. 

Outlook 

In this synopsis, points were made for the use of OSH in academia. Benefits              

include lower costs, increased accessibility via local production, the potential to           

increase research result turnover with improved quality by tighter calibration of           

instruments, parallelisation and automation of experiments. Additionally, the        

use/build of OSH enables researchers to have a better grasp on how their tools work               

and what are their limitations and capabilities, directly influencing experimental          

designs and what kind of questions they will help to elucidate. 

Although these ideas are not new, it was only due to recent advancements in              

electronics, fast prototyping, and documentation infrastructure that the entry barrier          
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for developing research equipment has been sufficiently lowered so that many labs            

can enter this space. In the brief 5 years period since Baden et al [12] made the                 

argument for researchers to join the maker movement, we have seen an increase in              

the number of projects published every year, an increase in the complexity of these              

projects and an increased number of projects that base themselves on previous            

OSH publications to produce new tools (Fig 1). All these indicate that we are in the                

beginning of an OSH “Cambrian explosion” where many new designs are appearing            

and evolving as people start to use, improve and make derivatives of them. 

As it evolves, the field of OSH is going to bring tools that functionally surpass               

their proprietary counterparts and contribute to a faster and better development of            

science on a technical level. On the social side, OSH development is bringing             

together communities and labs that were previously working in isolation to share            

knowledge and lessons learned in different socio-economics settings, and to form a            

unified front to push for the wide adoption of open science hardware [91–93]. This              

ethos also brings OSH close to Open Science communities, that are pushing an             

agenda for fairer, transparent and more equitable research.  
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Abstract 

The introduction of affordable, consumer-oriented 3-D printers is a milestone in the            

current “maker movement,” which has been heralded as the next industrial           

revolution. Combined with free and open sharing of detailed design blueprints and            

accessible development tools, rapid prototypes of complex products can now be           

assembled in one’s own garage—a game-changer reminiscent of the early days of            

personal computing. At the same time, 3-D printing has also allowed the scientific             

and engineering community to build the “little things” that help a lab get up and               

running much faster and easier than ever before 
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Abstract 

Small, genetically tractable species such as larval zebrafish, Drosophila, or          
Caenorhabditis elegans have become key model organisms in modern         
neuroscience. In addition to their low maintenance costs and easy sharing of strains             
across labs, one key appeal is the possibility to monitor single or groups of animals               
in a behavioural arena while controlling the activity of select neurons using            
optogenetic or thermogenetic tools. However, the purchase of a commercial solution           
for these types of experiments, including an appropriate camera system as well as a              
controlled behavioural arena, can be costly. Here, we present a low-cost and            
modular open-source alternative called ‘FlyPi’. Our design is based on a 3D-printed            
mainframe, a Raspberry Pi computer, and high-definition camera system as well as            
Arduino-based optical and thermal control circuits. Depending on the configuration,          
FlyPi can be assembled for well under €100 and features optional modules for             
light-emitting diode (LED)-based fluorescence microscopy and optogenetic       
stimulation as well as a Peltier-based temperature stimulator for thermogenetics. The           
complete version with all modules costs approximately €200 or substantially less if            
the user is prepared to ‘shop around’. All functions of FlyPi can be controlled through               
a custom-written graphical user interface. To demonstrate FlyPi’s capabilities, we          
present its use in a series of state-of-the-art neurogenetics experiments. In addition,            
we demonstrate FlyPi’s utility as a medical diagnostic tool as well as a teaching aid               
at Neurogenetics courses held at several African universities. Taken together, the           
low cost and modular nature as well as fully open design of FlyPi make it a highly                 
versatile tool in a range of applications, including the classroom, diagnostic centres,            
and research labs. 
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Abstract 

Many efforts are making science more open and accessible; they are mostly            
concentrated on issues that appear before and after experiments are performed:           
open access journals, open databases, and many other tools to increase           
reproducibility of science and access to information. However, these initiatives do not            
promote access to scientific equipment necessary for experiments. Mostly due to           
monetary constraints, equipment availability has always been uneven around the          
globe, affecting predominantly low-income countries and institutions. Here, a case is           
made for the use of free open source hardware in research and education, including              
countries and institutions where funds were never the biggest problem. 
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Abstract 

Visual neuroscientists require accurate control of visual stimulation. However, few          

stimulator solutions simultaneously offer high spatio-temporal resolution and free         

control over the spectra of the light sources, because they rely on off-the-shelf             

technology developed for human trichromatic vision. Importantly, consumer displays         

fail to drive UV-shifted short wavelength-sensitive photoreceptors, which strongly         

contribute to visual behaviour in many animals, including mice, zebrafish and fruit            

flies. Moreover, many non-mammalian species feature more than three spectral          

photoreceptor types. Here, we present a flexible, spatial visual stimulator with up to             

six arbitrary spectrum chromatic channels. It combines a standard digital light           

processing engine with open source hard- and software that can be easily adapted             

to the experimentalist’s needs. We demonstrate the capability of this general visual            

stimulator experimentally in the in vitro mouse retinal whole-mount and the in vivo             

zebrafish. With this work, we intend to start a community effort of sharing and              

developing a common stimulator design for vision research. 
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